
Finding Function By Sequence 
Similarity	




Concepts of Sequence 
Similarity Searching	


•  The major goal of sequence analysis is to 
predict the function and structure of genes 
and proteins from their sequence similarity.	


•  One sequence by itself is not informative	

•  Sequence must be analyzed by comparative 

methods against existing sequence databases 
to develop hypothesis concerning relatives 
and function.	




BLAST algorithm	


•  Basic Local Alignment Search Tools 	

•  widely used sequence similarity search 

tool	

•  set of sequence comparison algorithms 

used to search sequence databases 	

•  Finds best local alignments to a query	

•  Heuristic approach based on Smith 

Waterman algorithm	

•  Provides statistical significance	

•  www, standalone and network clients	
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What BLAST tells you ... 

•  Assumptions	

-  Random sequences	

-  Constant composition	


•  reports surprising alignments	

-  Different than chance	


•  Conclusions	

-  Surprising similarities imply evolutionary homology	


Evolutionary Homology: having a descent from a 
common ancestor does not always imply similar 
function 



BLAST programs	




BLAST Algorithm	


•  Scoring of matches done using scoring 
matrices	

•  Sequences are split into words (default 

n=3)	

–  Speed, computational efficiency	


•  BLAST algorithm extends the initial 
“seed” hit into an HSP	

– HSP = high scoring segment pair = Local optimal 

alignment	




the statistics	


•  Discriminating between real and artifactual 
matches is done using an estimate of 
probability that the match might occur by 
chance. 	


•  meaning of the scores (S) and e-values (E) 
that are associated with BLAST hits	




score (S) ?	


•  The quality of each pair-wise alignment is 
represented as a score and the scores are 
ranked. 	


•  Scoring matrices are used to calculate the 
score of the alignment base by base (DNA) 
or amino acid by amino acid (protein). 	


•  The alignment score will be the sum of the 
scores for each position. 	




What’s a scoring matrix?	


•  Substitution matrices 
are used for amino 
acid alignments. 	

–  each possible residue 

substitution is given a 
score 	


•  A simpler unitary 
matrix is used for 
DNA pairs (+1 for 
match, -2 mismatch)	
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BLOSUM vs PAM	


•  BLOSUM 62 is the default matrix in 
BLAST. 	


•  This works well to identify moderately 
distant proteins, and performs well in 
detecting closer relationships. 	


•  A search for distant relatives may be 
more sensitive with a different matrix. 	




 Score and the e-value?	


•  The quality of the alignment is 
represented by the Score (S).	


•  The score of an alignment is calculated as the sum of substitution and gap scores. 
Substitution scores are given by a look-up table (PAM, BLOSUM) whereas gap scores 
are assigned empirically .	


•  The significance of each alignment is 
computed as an E value (E).	


•  Expectation value. The number of different alignments with scores equivalent to or 
better than S that are expected to occur in a database search by chance. The lower 
the E value, the more significant the score. 	




Notes on E-values	


•  Low E-values suggest that sequences 
are homologous	

–  Can’t show non-homology	


•  Statistical significance depends on both 
the size of the alignments and the size 
of the sequence database	

–  Important consideration for comparing results across different 

searches	


–  E-value increases as database gets bigger	

–  E-value decreases as alignments get longer	




Homology	


•  Similarity can be indicative of homology	

–  if two sequences are significantly similar 

over entire length they are likely 
homologous	


•  Low complexity regions can be highly 
similar without being homologous	


•  Homologous sequences not always 
highly similar	




BLAST Cutoffs	


•  nucleotide based searches	

–  look for hits with E-values of 10-6 or less 

and sequence identity of 70% or more	


•  protein based searches	

–  look for hits with E-values of 10-3 or less 

and sequence identity of 25% or more	




BLAST Algorithm	


•  Scoring of matches done using scoring 
matrices	


•  Sequences are split into words (default 
n=3)	

-  Speed, computational efficiency	


•  BLAST algorithm extends the initial 
“seed” hit into an HSP	

-  HSP = high scoring segment pair = Local optimal 

alignment	




How does BLAST work?	




BLAST Algorithm	






BLAST Algorithm	


•  Scoring of matches done using scoring 
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•  Additional slides 



Extending the High Scoring Segment 
Pair (HSP)	


Minimum 
 Score (S) 

Neighborhood  
Score Threshold (T) 


